WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 2023 | 4- 6PM EST
ACKERMAN HALL, CARLOS MUSEUM 3RD FLOOR

Welcome
Walter S. Melion, Director, Fox Center for Humanistic Inquiry

Fox Center Undergraduate Humanities Honors Fellows:

Hunter Akridge - Contesting the Cultural Politics of Care: How Equitable Digital Care Platforms Reimagine the Future of Work
Iris Chen - Towards Asian/American Time Being Ecologies: Naturecultural Migration/Invasion within A Tale for the Time Being
Becca Cohen - Computational Linguistics of Female Agency in Early Modern Dramas
Margaret Greene - Two Canadian Collectors of Ancient Egyptian Art in the 19th Century and Their Relationship to Coffins in the Michael C. Carlos Museum
Anikka Jordan - Illness & Belonging in the American South: A Case Study of Flannery O'Connor & Carson McCullers

Abigayle Mazzocco - GlossiSHARE: How a Company Went from Selling Blush to Being the Cool-Girl's Best Friend
Adeline Yang - Global Anglophone-centrism: A Multiculturalist and Decolonial Critique of English Dominance in Cosmopolitanism

Halle Institute/Fox Center Undergraduate Humanities Honors Fellows:

Edina Hartstein - Imperial Feminism, Humanitarianism and Shaping Global Trafficking
Danielle Mangabat - Confronting Colonial Legacies: Imagining a Decolonial Future in the Philippines through Reproductive Health
Jeffrey Rosen - On Some Motifs in Virginia Woolf

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT THE FOX CENTER AT FCHI.EMORY.EDU OR 404.727.6424